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The concise version of the bestselling introduction to archaeology, updated and in full
colorArchaeology Essentials, already the most authoritative and accessible introduction on the
market, has been updated with new discoveries, new technological innovations, revised
pedagogical features, and improved illustrations. Written for today’s students, Archaeology
Essentials is rigorous without being over-technical and thorough without being overwhelming.
The only truly global archaeology textbook available in full color, the text also provides guidance
for aspiring archaeologists in the form of compelling interviews with a worldwide selection of
practicing archaeologists. The third edition of Archaeology Essentials is destined to become a
classic of the field. 295 color illustrations

"If I had to recommend the best introductory textbook in general archaeology for undergraduate
students who read English, this would be it. . . . but if one wants aspects relating the ancient Near
East and Biblical cultures―one will have to supplement it with additional reading."― Aren M.
Maeir, Biblical Archaeology ReviewAbout the AuthorColin Renfrew is Disney Professor Emeritus
of Archaeology and former Director of the McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research at the
University of Cambridge. He is the author and editor of many books, including Before
Civilization, Archaeology and Language, and Prehistory and coeditor (with Paul Bahn) of The
Cambridge World Prehistory. He is a fellow of the British Academy and a life peer in the House of
Lords.Paul Bahn is co-author of Thames & Hudson's hugely influential and bestselling textbook
Archaeology: Theories, Methods and Practice, and has also published a variety of popular
books, including Easter Island: Earth Island (with John Flenley), Mammoths: Giants of the Ice
Age (with Adrian Lister), and Images of the Ice Age, widely regarded as the standard
introduction to cave art.
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Andi, “Perfect!. Very good? Try Like New! This book is in excellent condition and I can't wait to
use it for Intro to Archaeology!!”

Reader, “Better than most introductory archaeology textbooks out there. Better than most
introductory archaeology textbooks out there. This one isn't as dry and is somewhat entertaining
to read. It's a good book for Freshman thinking about archaeology, or if you're just interested in a
gen-ed and getting an A.”

Jacquie, “I'm enjoying the digital version as it decreased the amount .... I'm enjoying the digital
version as it decreased the amount of weight I would have carried to class. Also - due to the
search option, I'm able to look up things using keywords instead of having to leaf through pages
which would take considerably longer.”

Mag, “Great deal!. The book was in great shape when it arrived...no marks or highlights at all.
Super pleased with the purchase...great deal!”

rodney j johnson jr, “good stuff. i find reviews with ”

Doug, “Rent don't buy. Thank goodness we can rent these books”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good quality. Textbook arrived in good condition and served me well for
the whole semester.”

Tati, “Good Enough. Came in good enough condition, some wrinkle pages but everything was
still legible.”

André, “Manuel de base. Bonne présentation, rien de bien technique, le manuel couvre bien la
matière. Pas la peine d'acheter un manuel neuf, mais préférer une version récente.”

Ebook Library Reader, “good price and perfect. Very fast service,good price and perfect quality”

The book by Michael E. Haskew has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 148 people have provided feedback.
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